Breakfast
Brief
Generation Z
Gen Z, individuals born between 1993 and 2003, are coming of age. Since this generation
grew up during the recent economic recession beginning in 2008, which perhaps
financially affected their (mostly) Gen X parents, they are more value-minded when it
comes to their restaurant behaviors. Additionally, because Gen Z grew up with mobile
access to the internet, they—more than any other generation—use social media and other
tech amenities to gain information and communicate with others. They’re also the most
ethnically diverse generation, according to U.S. Census Bureau data. Operators need to
keep these characteristics in mind in order to attract this young yet budding demographic.

Breakfast Behaviors
Gen Zers are habitual breakfast
foodservice purchasers but operators still
have opportunity to increase the
frequency of their visits, especially as
they age and gain more disposable
income. Currently, more than two-thirds
of Gen Zers (67%) purchase food or
beverage for breakfast at a foodservice
location at least once a week. This
response is higher than the total
population (61%), equal to Gen X (67%)
yet lower than the frequency of visits
from millennials (76%).

I purchase food or beverage for breakfast
at a restaurant or other foodservice
location at least once a week.
Gen Z

67%

Millennials

76%

Gen X
Baby Boomers
Matures

67%
47%
37%

Overall

Base: 145 Gen Zers, 439 millennials, 278 Gen Xers, 531 baby boomers,
107 matures and 1,500 total consumers who purchase food or beverage
for breakfast at a foodservice location at least once a week

61%

Although Gen Zers do not dine out as
much as millennials for breakfast, they
are considering breakfast to be more of
an experience compared to all other age
groups. Over a third of Gen Z
respondents (38%) said they consider
breakfast to be more of a destination
than a quick occasion today than two
years ago, which is compared to 26% of
the total population who said the same.

Compared to two years ago,
I’m considering breakfast to be
more of a destination than a quick,
convenient occasion.
Top two box = agree completely and agree
Gen Z
Millennials
Gen X

Operators trying to attract this
generation should position their
operations as a place to linger for
breakfast. Strategies to accomplish this
could include:


Extending breakfast hours to
accommodate later diners and
longer dining occasions



Providing communal tables to
promote group meals



Using tech enhancements at the
table to encourage dining in
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38%

Baby Boomers
Matures
Overall

36%
27%
15%
19%
26%

Base: 52 Gen Zers, 236 millennials, 147 Gen Xers, 263 baby boomers, 54 matures and 752
total consumers who purchase food or beverage for breakfast at a foodservice location at least
once a week. Consumers indicated their opinion on a scale of 1 to 6 where 6 = agree
completely and 1 = disagree completely
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Breakfast Preferences
The Gen Z generation stands out from older counterparts in many areas of foodservice
preferences at breakfast. Let’s take a look at some ways operators can cater directly to
these younger guests.

Breakfast Variety
One way operators drive Gen Z traffic in the morning is to offer a wide variety of items.
Nearly three-fourths of Gen Z respondents (73%) said that a bevy of breakfast options is
important to them, compared to 67% of the overall population.
Variety at breakfast can include a mix of:


Traditional breakfast offerings such as
pancakes, omelets, eggs and toast



Nontraditional breakfast mashups like
wonuts (waffle-doughnut hybrid) and
biscuit doughnuts



Ethnic options such as Mexican
chilaquiles and Georgian khachapuri
(oval-shaped dough topped with cheese,
butter and eggs)



Healthy options such as yogurt parfaits
and housemade oatmeal

How important or unimportant
is it that the restaurants or
other foodservice locations
that you visit for breakfast
offer a wide variety of items?
Top two box = extremely important
and important

More than other generations, Gen
Z is drawn to restaurants offering
healthy options: 38% of Gen Zers
(compared to 33% of the overall
population) say they would be
more likely to visit restaurants if
they offered healthier options.

Gen Z
Millennials
Gen X
Baby Boomers
Matures

Base: 83 Gen Zers, 307 millennials, 197 Gen Xers, 345 baby boomers, 70
matures and 1,002 total consumers who purchase food or beverage for
breakfast at a foodservice location. Consumers indicated their opinion on a
scale of 1 to 6 where 6 = extremely important and 1 = not important at all
Source: Technomic Breakfast Consumer Trend Report
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Overall
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73%
67%
69%
65%
62%
67%

The ability to customize a meal when
choosing a ________ restaurant for
dine-in occasions is important.

Customization

Limited Service

When asked about the importance of
customization, Gen Z ranked this menu
attribute highest of all generations.
Nearly half of Gen Zers agree that the
ability to customize a meal is important
when choosing both a limited-service
restaurant (51%) and full-service
restaurant (49%) for dine-in occasions.
One way operators can appeal to Gen Z’s
affinity for customization is with buildyour-own breakfast bowls and
handhelds. These dishes should include
a range of indulgent and better-for-you
options, as well as flavor-packed or
ethnic ingredients like kimchee and
hot sauce.

Gen X

Full Service

42%
35%

Baby Boomers

42%

Overall

43%

Millennials

49%
45%

Gen X

40%

Baby Boomers

41%

Overall

44%

Base: 197 Gen Zers, 292 millennials, 176 Gen Xers, 335 baby boomers and 1,000 total
consumers at limited-service restaurants, and 189 Gen Zers, 288 millennials, 196 Gen
Xers, 327 baby boomers and 1,000 total consumers at full-service restaurants.
Consumers were asked to select all from a list of attributes that are important to them
when choosing a restaurant for dine-in occasions.
Source: Technomic Generational Consumer Trend Report

Blurring the
Breakfast Daypart
Nearly two-thirds of Gen Zers (62%)
like eating breakfast at nontraditional
times, which is the highest response of
all generations. These younger diners
enjoy breakfast foods as a mid-morning
snack, lunch, dinner and late-night snack
or meal option. Gen Zers also respond
highest to saying they would visit a
restaurant not typically frequented if the
venue offered breakfast fare beyond the
morning hours (48% of Gen Z compared
to 40% of the total population).
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Millennials

Gen Z

Housemade sauces can boost
perceived quality but also allow
for customization.

51%

Gen Z
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I enjoy eating breakfast foods at
nontraditional times (i.e., pancakes and eggs for

Consider creating mini versions of
traditional breakfast goods to cater to
snacking and late-night occasions. This
could include breakfast sliders or pancake
balls served with syrup for dipping.

dinner or a late-night meal, etc.).
Top two box = agree completely and agree
Gen Z

62%

Millennials

58%

Gen X

Interestingly, Gen Z also ties with
millennials for the greatest interest in lunch
and dinner foods served in the morning.
Opportunities to blur dayparts include:

54%

Baby Boomers

48%

Matures

51%

Overall



54%

Favorite nontraditional times for
purchasing breakfast foods:

ON THE MENU:

Top two box = agree completely and agree
Dinner

Sonic’s returning
pancake on a stick with a
sausage center is meant
to resemble the chain’s
iconic corndog.

55%

Lunch

42%

Mid-morning snack

39%

Late-night snack or meal

38%

Evening snack

29%

Afternoon snack

27%

For breakfast, I enjoy eating foods
that are often associated with lunch
or dinner (e.g., burgers, pizza, etc.).
Top two box = agree completely and agree
Gen Z

38%

Millennials

38%

Gen X

14%

Matures

16%
25%

Base: 65 Gen Zers, 210 millennials, 149 Gen Xers, 279 baby boomers, 59 matures and 762 total
consumers who were asked how much they agree or disagree with each of the following
statements about breakfast. Consumers indicated their opinion on a scale of 1 to 6 where 6 =
agree completely and 1 = disagree completely
Source: Technomic Breakfast Consumer Trend Report
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Menuing dinner-inspired dishes such
as breakfast pizzas and burgers in the
morning



Putting traditional lunch or dinner
proteins on breakfast sandwiches, such
as grilled chicken

Another daypart mashup that Gen Zers
enjoy: dessert-inspired breakfast fare.
Nearly three-quarters of Gen Zers (73%)
say they like when pancakes, waffles
or French toast have dessert flavors.
This is compared to just 57% of the
overall population.

23%

Baby Boomers

Overall

Experimenting with savory
interpretations of traditional breakfast
dishes, such as bacon-infused pancakes
and peanut butter and jelly French toast
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Value-Minded

It is too expensive to get breakfast from
_______ restaurants during the week.

The youngest of the generations is also
the most budget-minded. For over a
third of Gen Zers still immersed in their
education, getting breakfast even from a
limited-service restaurant is considered
expensive. This cash-strapped cohort
has limited to no discretionary income
for dining out, which requires operators
to use discounts, freebies and other
value-centric strategies to convince
these individuals to visit restaurants
for breakfast.

Limited Service

Top two box = agree completely and agree



Creating one-of-a-kind signature
and chef-driven options
Listing build-your-own options that
allow guests to customize dishes to
exact preferences



Calling out quality ingredients that
are natural, local or organic



Launching seasonal dishes that
spotlight popular flavors



Offering all-you-can-eat plated
options or breakfast buffets
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Gen X
Baby Boomers
Matures

13%
11%
4%
16%

40%

Gen Z

Full Service



22%

Millennials

Overall

There are other ways operators can
enhance value perception in the morning
beyond pricing deals. These include:

36%

Gen Z

38%

Millennials

28%

Gen X
Baby Boomers
Matures
Overall

25%
12%
29%

Base: 65 Gen Zers, 210 millennials, 149 Gen Xers, 279 baby boomers, 59 matures and
762 total consumers who purchase food or beverage for breakfast at a foodservice
location. Consumers indicated their opinion on a scale of 1 to 6 where 6 = agree
completely and 1 = disagree completely
Source: Technomic Breakfast Consumer Trend Report
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FEATURED RECIPE
YIELD: 16 SERVINGS

Cuban
French Toast

Ingredients
•

3 cups sugar

•

2 tbsp. ground cinnamon

•

12 large eggs

•

4 (12 oz.) cans PET ® Evaporated Milk

•

1 cup Smucker’s ® Sweet Orange
Marmalade

•

4 tbsp. vanilla extract

•

4 (8 oz.) loaves Cuban or French bread
baguettes, cut diagonally into 64 (3/4
inch) slices

•

8 tbsp. Crisco ® Pure Canola Oil

•

4 (14 oz.) cans Eagle Brand®
Sweetened Condensed Milk

Directions
Step 1: Combine sugar and cinnamon in a large bowl and stir to blend. Add eggs,
whisking until blended. Whisk in evaporated milk, marmalade and vanilla; reserve.
Step 2: To assemble single serving: soak 4 bread slices in evaporated milk mixture;
drain. Cook in hot oil, as needed, until golden brown and fully cooked on each side.
Arrange on plate and top with a drizzle of sweetened condensed milk.
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Technomic Takeaway:
3 Areas of Opportunity
for Generation Z

#1

#2

#3

C U S T O M I Z AT I O N I S K E Y
Gen Z wants and expects customization options at
restaurants, including in the morning. Fortunately,
the DIY-approach can be realized in several ways
during breakfast. Menu build-your-own handhelds
or bowls with an assortment of indulgent and
better-for-you ingredients. In addition, offering a
variety of condiments, toppings and sauces
provides vast customization opportunities.

E X T E N D B R E AK FAS T
Gen Zers are driving the demand for all-day breakfast, including breakfast options
as a snack and breakfast for lunch, dinner and late-night occasions. Operators
serving this demographic would do well to extend the availability of their
morning menu into the afternoon and evening. Creating smaller snack-size
portions of items such as biscuits and pancakes, and savory interpretations of
sweeter breakfast dishes will really capitalize on Gen Z’s interest in breakfast at
nontraditional times.

BALANCE THE MENU
W I T H VA R I E T Y
Gen Zers expect restaurants to offer a plethora
of options in the morning. This is likely because
they are attracted to often opposing breakfast
foods—they want healthy fare, but they also
crave indulgent dishes like dessert-inspired
pancakes. Customization of dishes can allow
consumers to choose whether they want their
dish to be healthy or on the more indulgent side.
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